Mapping the Catalogue of Ships

Courtney Evans & Ben Jasnow with Jenny Strauss Clay & the UVA Scholars' Lab
our research question, two examples, & future directions
Homer: (c. 750 BC) illiterate, oral poet and composer of the Iliad
the Catalogue of Ships: 180 place names
the three itineraries
our research question:
Does a geographical principle underlie Homer's narration of towns?
our theory: syntactical & line by line groups reflect roads and landforms
syntactical groups:
place names share
same verb or pronoun

line by line groups:
place names appear in
same line
the Mycenaean contingent
a problematic case & digital discovery
Boeotia
Boeotia
Boeotia
Boeotia
Boeotia
Boeotia
Boeotia
future directions: annotating & finding lost places
Mycenae and the North Coast

Background

annotation and bibliography
Hyperesia